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Requirements 
Standard 18.5cmx24.5cm brown gift bag 
15.5cmx17.5cm C113 Collections co-ordinated Pink card stock 
15cmx17cm Shoppers Image from C113 004 Let’s Celebrate paper 
Friendship Words 
Die cut dressmakers stand from a left over red glitter paper or similar 
Skeleton flower, large and mini flowers, stamens, vellum mini leaves 
DS072 Stencil from C96 Collections 
Tim Holtz Barn door distress ink 
Mini tag and happy birthday peel off wording 
Angle hair 
Button with shoes and organza ribbon 
Mini hand bag die cuts  
Diamante 
Glossy Ascents 
 

 
To make up the gift bag: 
1. Using the stencil and distress ink, 4cm from the top left hand corner of the gift bag, blend the ink through 

the stencil, onto the bag, repeat at the bottom right hand corner of the bag. 
2. Measuring 5.5cm from top of left hand corner and 2cm from the left hand side, stick down the pink paper 

just below the stencilled images 
3. Using the C113 004 paper shopping ladies image, cut out and mount this onto the pink co-ordinated card 

stock 
4. Die cut the dressing makers stand first using the flip side of the C113 004 paper and then from a red glitter 

or similar left over piece of paper 
5. Cut out and stick down the ‘’Friendship” wording at the top left corner, just to the right of the wording add 

the two dressmaker die cut stands and stick the angle hair into the waist of the dressmaker stand, finish off 
with by adding the skeleton flower, stamens, vellum mini leaves and the large flower 

6. Peel off the Happy Birthday words, stick to the mini tag and tuck the tag just underneath the flower collection. 
7. Cut out the “Where to next’’ wording, mount onto pink card and stick to bottom right of image, add button 

with organza ribbon pulled through the holes to the left of this wording 
8. Die cut the mini handbag and stick this to the right of the wording 
9. Use Glossy Ascents to cover the lady shopper dresses in the image to make them pop  
10. Finish off the gift bag adding mini clear diamante 
11. Cut any leftover pieces of paper down to 15cmx15cm, 10cmx15cm, 10cmx10cm and 5cmx5cm pieces and 

place into your scrap paper storage box for later use to make greeting cards, tags or to use on your layouts. 
Throw away the remaining small bits and pieces. Enjoy! 
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